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https://www.mukolin.cz/
Safe Region – Safe City

- Started 2014, still running
- Central Bohemian Region, Czech Republic
- 35 cities and territorial departments
- Run by the Central Bohemian Police in cooperation with the Central Bohemian Region

- Address security threats on the local level, reduction of crime
- Increase citizens’ feeling of safety
- Coordinated cooperation
- Information sharing, open and two-way communication with the public
Coordinated Cooperation

- Regional cooperation
- Cooperation with NGOs
- Safe City Working Group
- Virtual WhatsApp Crisis Group, shared calendar
- Close cooperation between the Czech Police and the Municipal Police
Working with Citizens

- Self-defense for women
- Children Crime News
- Crime Prevention Assistants
- Safe cities websites
- Facebook
- Smartphone app
- Knowing your police officer
- Feeling of safety surveys

http://bezpecnytresdoceskykraj.cz/
http://www.benesov-bezpecnemesto.cz/
http://www.bezpecnnavisim.cz/
http://www.bezpecnedadice.cz/
http://www.czbrod.cz/bezpecny-brody/
http://www.tynecnadlabem.cz/
http://www.bezpecnemelnik.cz/
http://www.bezpecnykralupy.cz/
http://www.rozmitalptr.cz/
http://www.bezpecnerakovnicko.cz/

European Crime Prevention Award 2018 – Vienna – 6/12/2018
Safe Cities in Maps

- Crime maps
- Heat maps
- Road traffic accidents maps
- Statistics
Safe Cities and Crime in Time
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